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Abstract. We present a new state-of-the-art approach for face detec-
tion. The key idea is to combine face alignment with detection, observing
that aligned face shapes provide better features for face classification. To
make this combination more effective, our approach learns the two tasks
jointly in the same cascade framework, by exploiting recent advances in
face alignment. Such joint learning greatly enhances the capability of
cascade detection and still retains its realtime performance. Extensive
experiments show that our approach achieves the best accuracy on chal-
lenging datasets, where all existing solutions are either inaccurate or too
slow.

1 Introduction

Face detection is one of the mostly studied problems in vision [31]. The seminal
work of Viola and Jones [26] has established the two foundation principles for
practical solutions: 1) boosted cascade structure; 2) simple features. Most (if
not all) realtime face detectors in academia and industry nowadays are based on
the two principles. Such detectors work well for near-frontal faces under normal
conditions but become less effective for faces non-frontal or under more wild con-
ditions (lighting, expression, occlusion), because the simple features like Harr in
the cascade training are insufficient to capture the more complex face variations.

Many works are on multi-view face detection [10, 17, 27, 7]. They adopt a sim-
ilar divide and conquer strategy: different face detectors are trained separately
under different viewpoints or head poses, which are roughly quantized and esti-
mated simultaneously. Because the viewpoint estimation problem is difficult as
well and quantization also introduces inaccuracy, such training is more difficult
and resulting detectors are usually slower or not accurate enough.

Recently, several new approaches that do not use boosted cascade have been
proposed. Zhu et al. [32] used a mixture of deformable part models to capture
large face variations under different viewpoints and expressions. The model is
comprehensive and allows to estimate the head pose and facial points at the
same time in addition to detection. Shen et al. [24] proposed the first exemplar-
based face detector and exploited advanced image retrieval techniques to avoid
the expensive sliding window search. Both methods are better than Viola-Jones
style detectors on wild and challenging datasets [32, 9]. However, those accurate
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Fig. 1. Face detection and alignment results on challenging examples.

detectors, as well as the state-of-the-art commercial face detector in Google
Picasa, are all quite slow due to their high complexity. Detection in an image
takes a few seconds and this makes such detectors unpractical for many scenarios.

In this work, we present a face detector that establishes the new state-of-the-
art in terms of both accuracy and speed. It follows the “boosted cascade structure
+ simple features” principles. We use simple pixel differences as feature which
bring advantages on the efficiency. Our detector takes only 28.6 milliseconds
for a VGA image, more than 1000 times faster than [32]. It also achieves the
best accuracy on the challenging datasets [32, 9, 22], significantly outperforms all
existing academia solutions including [32, 24], and is on bar with the commercial
system in Google Picasa. Figure 1 shows our example detection results under
large viewpoints, occlusion and poor lighting.

Our work is motivated by the observation that accurate face alignment (lo-
cation of facial points) is helpful to distinguish faces/non-faces. In Section 2,
we experimentally verified that a simple SVM classifier using facial point based
features in the post processing can significantly improve the accuracy of a Viola-
Jones detector. This finding is not surprising because face alignment finds cor-
responding parts between faces, makes them directly comparable, and simplifies
the face/non-face classification problem. Similar observations have also been
made in [32, 14]. While the observation is clearly useful, the real problem is how
to use it effectively. Previous methods [32, 14] are too slow. Our post classifica-
tion is also insufficient, because when high recall is expected, a cascade detector
would return too many false positives and the SVM classifier would be slow too.

Our approach benefits from the recent advances in cascade face alignment [19,
4, 28, 29, 21]. In such works, the face shape is progressively updated via boosted
regression. The regression learning in each stage not only depends on the image,
but also depends on the estimated shape from the previous stage. Features learnt
this way are called shape indexed features. Such features present more invariance
to the geometric variations in the face shapes and they are crucial for high align-
ment accuracy and speed. As the cascade structure has been proven effective in
detection and alignment, we propose to combine the two to benefit each other. In
Section 3, we present a general cascade framework that unifies the two tasks. The
detection learning is made more effective with embedded alignment information,
and alignment is achieved simultaneously without performing it separately. In
Section 4, we extend the recent state-of-the-art alignment method [21] under the
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Fig. 2. The distribution of classification scores. (1): original cascade detector; (2)(3)(4)
post SVM classifiers using three types of features, as described in Section 2.

new framework. We show how to use the same simple shape indexed features
also for detection so both are efficient. This results in new training and testing
algorithms for joint cascade detection and alignment. In summary, we present
the first joint cascade face detection and alignment method. We firstly show
that simple shape indexed features are effective for detection as well. Extensive
experiment results in Section 5 verify the superior performance of our approach
in both accuracy and speed.

2 Alignment Helps Detection: a Post Classifier

We illustrates the effectiveness of using face alignment for detection on the chal-
lenging FDDB dataset [9]. We use the Viola-Jones detector in OpenCV with a
low threshold to ensure a high recall. The detector outputs a lot of image win-
dows, of which many are false positives. We split all the images into two parts,
use the positive and negative output windows in the first part to train a linear
SVM classifier, and test all the output windows in the second part. We call it
a post classifier as it operates on the output of a cascade detector. All windows
are resized into 96*96 pixels. We compare three types of features, without and
with alignment.

1. we divide the window into 6*6 non-overlapping cells and extract a SIFT
descriptor in each cell.

2. we use a fixed mean face shape with 27 facial points and extract a SIFT
descriptor centered on each point.

3. we align the 27 facial points using the alignment algorithm in [21] and extract
a SIFT descriptor centered on each point.

In the three cases, all the SIFT descriptors are concatenated as the final fea-
ture vector for the SVM. We plot different classification score distributions over
the testing windows in Figure 2: (1) classification scores from original cascade
detector; (2)(3)(4) SVM classification score of three types of features described
above. It clearly shows that features at the aligned facial points are much more
effective to separate those difficult windows.

While effective, the face alignment based post classifier is brute force and
too slow for a standard cascade detector when a high recall is desired. In our
experiment, a low threshold is set to achieve 99% recall of the OpenCV detector
and each image outputs 3000 windows on average. Applying the post classifier
for those windows takes a few seconds.
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category notation meaning

f classification score;
scalars θ bias threshold in classification;

y ∈ {1,−1} classification label;

vectors x image window;
S(∆S) face shape (increment);

C a general weak classifier;
functions R regression tree in [21];

CR classification/regression tree in this work;

L = 27 # facial points;
parameters T = 5 # stages of cascade alignment;
and values N = 5400 # total weak classifiers of cascade detection;

K = N/T = 1080 # weak classifier/regressor in each stage;
Table 1. Notations in this paper.

3 A Unified Framework for Cascade Face Detection and
Alignment

To better exploit the alignment information, we propose a unified framework for
cascade face detection and alignment. We explain the notations when they are
firstly used. They are also summarized in Table 1 for clarity and reference.

Cascade Detection Without loss of generality, the classification score in the
cascade detection can be written as

fN =
N∑
i=1

Ci(x). (1)

Each Ci is a weak classifier. To test an image window x, the weak classifiers
are sequentially evaluated and the window is rejected immediately whenever
fn < θn for any n = 1, 2, ..., N , where θn is the bias threshold. Therefore, the
cascade detection is very fast because most negative image windows are rejected
after evaluating only a few weak classifiers.

Cascade Alignment Recent work [19] proposes a pose regression framework that
combines pose indexed features with boosted regression. The framework has
been shown highly effective for face alignment [4, 28, 29, 21].

Let a face shape S be a 2L dimensional vector for L facial points. In the
cascade regression, it is progressively updated through T stages as

St = St−1 +Rt(x,St−1), t = 1, ..., T. (2)

Each Rt is a regression function. It adds an increment to the estimated shape
from the previous stage St−1. It is learnt to minimize the shape residual error
between the ground truth shape Ŝ and estimated shape in the current stage, as
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Algorithm 1 The general testing algorithm for cascade face detection and align-
ment for an image window x.

1: initialize the face shape S as the mean shape in window of x
2: initialize the detection score f = 0
3: for t = 1 to T do
4: for k = 1 to K do
5: f = f + Ct

k(x,S)
6: if f < θtk then
7: return “not a face”
8: end if
9: end for
10: ∆S = Rt(x,S)
11: S = S+∆S
12: end for
13: return “is a face with shape S”

Rt = argmin
R

∑
i

||Ŝi − (St−1
i +R(xi,S

t−1
i ))||2, (3)

where index i iterates over all the training samples.

A Unified Framework A key innovation in the cascade alignment framework is
that each regressor Rt depends on the previous shape St−1. During learning, the
features are defined relative to St−1, so called pose/shape indexed features [19,
4]. Such features present better geometric invariance to the shape variations and
they are crucial for the cascade framework.

We propose to apply such features in detection as well, by making the learning
of weak classifier Ci(x) in Eq. (1) also dependent on the face shape. Note that
the number of weak classifiers N in detection is usually hundreds or thousands.
It is much larger than the number of stages T in alignment, which is usually less
than 103. To unify the learning of two tasks, we divide the N weak classifiers
into the T stages. Each stage has K = N/T weak classifiers and they depend
on the face shape from the previous stage. The classification score in Eq. (1) is
rewritten as

f =
T∑

t=1

K∑
k=1

Ct
k(x,S

t−1). (4)

In principle, the regression and classification functions in the same stage t
do not have to be learnt and applied simultaneously. Algorithm 1 illustrates a
general testing algorithm for cascade detection and alignment, where the two
parts are separate. However, in practice, we would expect that the two parts are
related or even share the same features, because this is more efficient for both

3 Using a large number of stages would cause the shape indexed features unstable and
lead to poorer performance [4].
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Stage 1 Stage 3 Stage 5

Fig. 3. Illustration of our cascade face detection and alignment.

training and testing. Figure 3 illustrates the testing algorithm of our cascade face
detection and alignment. The negative image windows are gradually rejected and
the facial points of positive windows are gradually aligned stage by stage. In the
next section, we present an effective joint learning approach.

4 Our Approach

As shown in Section 3, any cascade shape indexed face alignment method [4,
28, 29, 21] can actually be used for cascade detection. We adopt the most recent
and state-of-the-art approach [21], because it is most accurate, fastest, and easy
to integrate the weak classifier learning for detection. Notably, it is significantly
faster (dozens of times) than the previous best methods [4, 28] and runs in thou-
sands of frames per second to align dozens of facial points. Such high speed is
crucial for a real time face detector as well.

We briefly review the work in [21] in Section 4.1 and describe how to extend
it for joint alignment and detection in Section 4.2.

4.1 Review of Face Alignment in [21]

Its regression function Rt is simply the sum of K tree based regressors,

Rt(x,St−1) =

K∑
k=1

Rt
k(x,S

t−1). (5)

Each Rt
k is a decision tree that stores a shape increment in every leaf. For

the face window x, it outputs the increment of the leaf into which x falls.
Learning of all Rt

k consists of two steps:

1. Local learning of the tree structure: for each of the L facial point, a standard
regression forest [2] is learnt to estimate the increment of this point, using
the shape indexed pixel difference features [4].

2. Global learning of the tree output : the point increments in the leaves are
discarded. Instead, each leaf stores a shape increment and all such shape
increments are optimized simultaneously by solving Eq. (3). Note that this
is simply a global linear regression problem.
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Algorithm 2 Our testing algorithm for cascade face detection and alignment
for an image window x. The model consists of all weak learners {CRt

k} and
classification thresholds {θtk}.
1: initialize the face shape S as the mean shape in window of x
2: initialize the detection score f = 0
3: for t = 1 to T do
4: ∆S = 0
5: for k = 1 to K do
6: (f ′,∆S′) = CRt

k(x,S)
7: f = f + f ′

8: if f < θtk then
9: return “not a face”
10: end if
11: ∆S = ∆S+∆S′

12: end for
13: S = S+∆S
14: end for
15: return “is a face with shape S”

The strength of this approach lies in the two step learning. The local learning
focuses on an easier problem (one point regression in a local patch) and is more
resistant to the noises in the simple pixel features, compared to [4]. Its learnt
pixel features are more effective than the hand crafted SIFT features as in [28].
The global step enforces the dependence between individual facial points and
reduces the local estimation errors. Given the fixed tree structures, this step
achieves the global optimal solution. Therefore, the two step learning achieves a
very strong local optimal solution in terms of Eq. (3).

4.2 Joint Learning of Detection and Alignment

Noticing that both the weak classifiers in Eq. (4) and tree regressors in Eq. (5)
share a similar additive form, we propose to learn both classification and re-
gression in a single decision tree. That is, each regression tree Rt

k in Eq. (5) is
upgraded to a mixed tree CRt

k that also outputs a classification score, in addi-
tion to its shape increment. Consequently, during testing, the classification and
regression parts are evaluated simultaneously, as illustrated in Algorithm 2. As
CRt

k uses the same features for both classification and regression, such testing
is faster than the general testing in Algorithm 1.

To learn a mixed classification/regression decision tree, we use a similar s-
trategy as in hough forest [6]: in the split test of each internal node, we randomly
choose to either minimize the binary entropy for classification (with probability
ρ) or the variance of the facial point increments for regression (with probability
1 − ρ). Intuitively, the parameter ρ should be larger in earlier stages to favor
classification learning and reject easy negative samples more quickly. It should
be smaller in later stages to favor regression learning and improve the alignment
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Algorithm 3 Training of cascade and joint face detection and alignment.

1: Input: all training samples {xi}, class labels {yi}
2: Input: ground truth shapes Ŝi for positive samples, yi = 1
3: Output: all weak learners {CRt

k}, classification thresholds {θtk}
4: set the initial face shapes S0

i as random perturbations of the mean shapes in win-
dows of xi

5: set all initial classification scores fi = 0
6: for t = 1 to T do
7: for k = 1 to K do
8: for each training sample i do
9: compute its weight wi according to Eq. (6)
10: end for
11: select a point (k mod L) for regression /*local learning in Section 4.1*/
12: learn the structure of classification/regression tree CRt

k as in Section 4.2
13: for each tree leaf do
14: set its classification score according to Eq. (7)
15: end for
16: for each training sample i do
17: update its classification score as fi = fi + CRt

k(xi,S
t−1
i )

18: end for
19: use all {fi} to set the bias θtk, according to a preset precision-recall condition
20: remove samples whose fi < θtk from training set
21: perform hard negative sample mining if negative samples are insufficient
22: end for
23: learn the shape increments of all leaves /* global learning in Section 4.1 */
24: compute St

i for all samples according to Eq. (2) and (5)
25: end for

accuracy. We empirically make this parameter linearly decreasing with respect
to the regression stage number t, that is, ρ(t) = 1− 0.1t, t = 1, ..., T .

During split test for an internal node, we extend the shape indexed pixel
difference features in [4] to multi-scale. Specifically, we generate three scales of
images by down sampling the input image to half and one fourth. To generate
a feature, we randomly choose an image scale, pick up two random facial points
in the current shape, generate two random offsets with respect to the points
and take the difference of the two offsetted pixels as the feature. We found the
multi-scale pixel difference feature is more robust to noises and necessary for
detection learning.

We use the RealBoost algorithm for the cascade classification learning. Before
learning a decision tree, each sample i is associated with a weight wi as

wi = e−yifi , (6)

where yi ∈ {−1, 1} is the face/non-face label and fi is the current classification
score. Such weights are used to compute a weighted binary entropy during the
split test of internal node, as mentioned earlier.

In each tree leaf node, the classification score is computed as
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1

2
ln

( ∑
{i∈leaf

∩
yi=1} wi∑

{i∈leaf
∩

yi=−1} wi

)
, (7)

where the enumerator and denominator are the sum of positive and negative
samples’ weight in the leaf node, respectively.

The complete training algorithm of our cascade face detection and alignment
is summarized in Algorithm 3. Note that all face shapes are normalized with
respect to the windows containing them.

5 Experiments

We collected about 20, 000 face images and 20, 000 natural scene images without
faces from web. All faces are manually labeled with 27 facial points. We use these
images and their flipped versions for training. Only grayscale images are used.
Most training parameters are listed in Table 1. For each classification/regression
tree, the tree depth is set to 4 and number of split tests for each internal node is
2000. The training takes three days on a 16-core machine. Afterwards, we also
train an alignment based SVM post classifier using the output windows in the
training images, as described in Section 2. In detection we use standard sliding
window search. Each window returned by the detector is then passed to the post
classifier. All passing windows go through a non-maximum suppression process:
the window rectangles are clustered and one window is selected in each cluster
as the final detection.

For evaluation we use three challenging public datasets: FDDB [9], AFW [32]
and CMU-MIT [22]. They do not include our training images. FDDB and AFW
datasets are collected under wild conditions. They are widely used to evaluate the
face detection methods [32, 14, 24]. CMU-MIT dataset is slightly out-of-date but
its faces are low quality and quite different from those in FDDB, AFW and our
training images. Thus, it is also challenging. We use it to test the generalization
capability of our detector.

5.1 Effect of Alignment for Cascade Detection

The effect of alignment is verified by comparing our detector with a baseline
detector without the alignment part. The baseline detector is trained in almost
exactly the same way as ours. The only difference is that, line 24 in Algorithm 3
is ignored and the face shapes always remain as the initial mean shapes. It is
essentially a standard Viola-Jones style cascade detector.

We compared the two detectors on FDDB dataset. We adjust the thresholds
so that both have the same recalls and they can be fairly compared. Note that
the post classifier is not used in this comparison. We firstly compare the false
positive rates with respect to the number of tested weak classifiers. The left
result of Figure 4 shows that our detector has much lower false positive rate
all over the cascades and is more accurate. On average, each negative window
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Fig. 4. Comparison of our detector and a baseline detector without alignment. Left:
false positive rates all over the detection cascades. Right: recall versus number of false
positives, with and without a post classifier.

requires 35.4 weak classifiers to reject it in the baseline detector, and this num-
ber in our detector is 26.1, indicating that our detector is also much faster. It
demonstrates that the shape indexed features are more effective to distinguish
negative samples, especially those hard ones in late stages.

The number of positive detection windows of the two detectors are close (22.2
for baseline and 21.5 for ours). However, the negative detections of the baseline
is about 6 times larger than ours (82.1 and 13.3). Those hard negative samples
cannot be easily removed by the post classifier. The comparison in the right of
Figure 4 shows that although using a post classifier can significantly improve
both detectors, the baseline detector is always worse than ours.

5.2 Comparison with the State-of-the-art

In this part, our detector is comprehensively compared to the state-of-the-art.
On FDDB dataset, we compare with all the published results in the platform [26,
32, 24, 14, 23, 12, 16, 8, 25, 18, 30, 13, 15]. It has two evaluation protocols: discrete
and continuous. In the discrete setting, a detection window is considered correct
if its “intersection-over-union” ratio with respect to an annotated face region is
larger than 0.5. This criteria is commonly used in object detection evaluation.
In the continuous setting, the overlapping ratio is used as a weight for every
detection window. This criteria is much more strict. Figure 5 and 6 compare our
approach with previous academia solutions and commercial systems, respective-
ly. Our result outperforms all previous results by a large margin, under both
protocols. Figure 9 shows our example detection results under various challeng-
ing conditions. Particularly, it is worth noting that that our detector already
achieves a high recall (80.07%) when there are only 4 false positives, which are
actually faces, as shown in Figure 9.

In AFW dataset, we use the precision-recall curves and the 50% overlapping
criteria for evaluation, as in previous work [32, 24]. We compare with the follow-
ing methods4: (1) OpenCV multi-view Viola-Jones; (2) Boosted multi-view face

4 The results of the other methods are provided by the author of [32, 24].
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Fig. 6. Comparison with commercial systems on FDDB dataset, under the discrete
(left) and continuous (right) protocols.

detector of [11]; (3) Deformable part model (DPM) [5]; (4) Mixture of trees [32];
(5) Face detection by retrieval [24]; (6) face.com’s face detector; (7) Google Pi-
casa’s face detector. The results in the left of Figure 7 show that our detector
is much better than previous academia methods and on bar with the best com-
mercial face detector in Google Picasa.

In CMU-MIT dataset, we compare with following methods5: (1) Viola and
Jones detector; (2) polygon-feature detector [20]; (3) recycling-cascade detec-
tor [3]; (4) soft cascade detector [1]; (5) SURF cascade [16]; (6) Google Picasa.
The comparison results on CMU-MIT dataset is shown in the right of Figure 7.
Our method is still the best. Note that the images in this dataset are quite
different from others. Google Picasa only achieves 74% recall on this dataset.

5.3 Evaluation of Face alignment

Our detector also outputs aligned face shapes as a by product. We evaluate the
alignment accuracy on AFW dataset using the same settings in [32]. We compare
with the following methods: 1) face.com alignment system; 2) Zhu et al. [32]; 3)

5 The results of the other methods are from [16].
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method in [21]. The results of first two methods are from [32]. The last is the
state-of-the-art face alignment method. We implemented this method and used
our detected faces as its input. Figure 8 shows that our face alignment accuracy
is comparable to that in [21], not surprisingly, and is better than the first two.

5.4 Efficiency

Our detector is more efficient in terms of computation time and memory. We
compare our detector with OpenCV detector and Zhu et al [32]. For all methods,
we detect faces larger than 80 × 80 in a VGA image. Our detector takes 28.6
milliseconds using single thread on a 2.93 GHz CPU. This performance is more
than 1000 times faster than Zhu et al. [32], which takes 33.8 seconds on the same
image. Our detector approximates the speed of Viola-Jones detector in OpenCV,
which is 23.0 milliseconds.

In the runtime, our detector needs only 15MB memory. Comparing with
other methods, Li et al. [13] requires around 150MB memory and Shen et al. [24]
requires 866MB memory6, our detector is more practical for real scenarios such
as mobile applications or on embedded devices.

6 The results of the other methods are from [13].
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Fig. 9. The top two rows are our example detection results on FDDB dataset. Note
that the last four images in the second row contain the four false positives in green
rectangles, as described in the text. They are actually faces missed in the annotation.
The last two rows are our example detection results on AFW and CMU-MIT datasets.
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